VOTE

CHIMNEY SWIFT

As Peoples’ Choice for London’s Official Bird
The Chimney Swift, with its unique credentials and many superlatives,
would make a marvellous avian ambassador for our city. Here’s why:
Though often unnoticed, swifts are widespread across London.
● Watch for swifts flying high overhead hunting for insects.
Swifts are the ultimate urban bird; as swift numbers decline, and rural
areas become increasingly inhospitable, their stronghold is now cities.
Swifts are an eloquent voice for London’s built and natural heritage.
● They nest and roost inside the chimneys of heritage buildings.
● Swifts need healthy natural areas, such as woodlands, wetlands,
meadows, rivers, ponds and tree canopy to produce insect food.
Swifts enliven London’s summer skies with exuberant twitterings and aerial acrobatics.
● Nesting swifts pose no health, fire or safety hazard (just one tiny nest per chimney).
● Non-breeding swifts perform spectacular dives into chimneys to roost for the night.
Chimney Swifts offer opportunities to help a species at risk right here in London.
● You can advocate, help save chimneys, plant native species, preserve natural habitats...
● Status as city ambassador would boost the swift’s profile and enhance protection.
Since 2003, London has been a leader in swift conservation, education and monitoring.
● Volunteers track swifts weekly at designated chimneys, May to Sept.
● Outreach includes community presentations, educational materials,
chimney-owner contact, input to government officials and scientists.
Swifts have strong international connections—migrating through Central
America and wintering in South America.
No other jurisdiction in Canada or the US has the Chimney Swift as its
official symbol.
Gentle, endearing, enigmatic, discreet, gregarious, cute, charming and
endlessly fascinating, Chimney Swifts are the best!
See reverse for
more Amazing
Facts about
Chimney Swifts
and for the best
places to see
and enjoy swifts
in London.

VOTE FOR LONDON’S OFFICIAL BIRD:
Go to https://www.birdfriendlylondon.ca/citybirdpoll
Read the profiles for each candidate and make your choice.
We hope you will choose the Chimney Swift!
Poll open till mid-June 2021, maybe later (see website for actual date).

Best Places to See and Enjoy Chimney Swifts in London
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COVID
RULES

Swifts rest for the night and also build nests inside chimneys. The only place
you will see swifts is in the air. Watch for them twittering high overhead in
downtown London, Wortley Village, Old East Village, Woodfield, Old North,
university campus and neighbourhoods of mature trees and older buildings.
Daytime viewing: The best place in the city to observe swifts in the daytime
is at First-St. Andrew’s Church, 350 Queens Ave at Waterloo. The church
has five chimneys that are used by swifts, plus a viewing bench for the convenience of watchers. From May to July sit quietly for a half hour or more;
watch for twittering birds overhead and for fast entries and exits at chimneys as parents come and go, tending their nest inside.
Evening viewing: During migration and
throughout the swift season (May to September) non-breeding swifts, often hundreds at
once, spend their nights roosting communally.
Shortly after sunset they gather in a swirling,
twittering flock, then descend en masse into a
chimney for the night. London swifts have a number of favourite roost chimneys. Since swifts tend to switch roost locations, it is not possible to predict
very far in advance which ones will be in use on a particular night. The photo
shows a group of swifts entering a roost chimney at Labatt’s warehouse in September 2020. Best viewing is from a parked car on Grey St west of Clarence.
For more information about swifts in London, as well as more ideas for viewing
locations, go to http://www.naturelondon.com/chimney-swifts-resources/
Amazing Facts about Chimney Swifts
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Among fastest flyers in the bird world (100 km per hour or more).
Spend far more time in the air than other land-based birds.
Have amazing maneuverability, and can change directions on a dime.
Large eyes focus quickly at high speeds and when suddenly entering dark spaces.
Can echolocate (though bats are much better at this).
Dine exclusively on flying insects, eating one-third of body weight per day.
Despite small size (ca 21 g), can fly up to 800 km a day while hunting insects.
Forage at great heights – above buildings and treetops – 20 m to 1000 m or more.
Capture more than 1000 flying insects a day (up to 12,000 when feeding young).
When not in air, cling woodpecker-like to vertical surfaces, usually inside chimneys.
Unable to walk or perch horizontally, as feet not designed for such activities.
Nest inside dimly lit spaces (once hollow trees, now chimneys, rarely old barns).
Both parents build and tend nest, usually 2 or 3 m down inside chimney.
Use saliva to glue tiny twig nest together and to inner chimney wall.
Pure white eggs incubated about 3 weeks; the 4 or 5 hatchlings are jellybean size.
Ten-day-old nestlings resemble prickly porcupines; eyes open at 14 days.
At 3 weeks of age, young leave nest, spend 1 week learning to fly inside chimney.
Last North American bird to have wintering grounds found (upper Amazon, 1944).
While migrating, 100s or 1000s roost together at night in large unused chimneys.
Annually fly 10,000 km round trip to South America and back.
One swift can fly 2 million km in a year.
Can live up to 14 years in the wild, but life span for most is about 4 years.
Regional First Nations names: memitigoningwegaaneshiinh or mizaatigoningwiisii.
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